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Let NT(n, R) be the ring of strictly upper triangular (n x n) matrices (n 2 3) over an associative 
ring R with 1. We study the rings elementarily equivalent to NT(n,R) and find their structure. 
We prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 1. NT(n,S) is elementarily equivalent to NT(m,R) if and only if n =m and R is 
equivalent o S. 
Theorem 2. The number of models ize A elementarily equivalent to NT(n,R) equals the number 
of rings of size I elementarily equivalent o R. 
Introduction 
Rose in [4] proved that NT(n,F) is X,-categorical if F is an X,-categorical field. 
His proof is rather indirect. In this paper we improve this result (see Proposition 
4.9) by describing the rings elementarily equivalent to NT(n,R), R an associative 
ring with 1. In order to get these results we interpret the ring R inside NT(n, R). This 
is inspired by ideas of A.1. Mal’tsev so we call it the Mal’tsev correspondence. We 
review this and Rose’s results below, in Subsection 1.2. We are led to the broader 
question: what relation is there between the model theory of NT(n, R) and that of 
R? Saturation and stability will transfer easily; in contrast model completeness is 
more delicate. Our interest in the ring NT(n, R) is two-fold: it is a good example in 
the sense that the model theory can be handled and secondly it is useful in the study 
of the model theory of the nilpotent group UT(n, R) of upper unitriangular matrices 
over R. Indeed, in a future paper we will study the model theory of certain maximal 
unipotent subgroups of Chevalley groups and it will be seen that the study of the 
pair NT(n, R) and UT(n, R) corresponds to the case of ‘groups of type A,_ i’. 
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I. I. Notations and definitions 
Throughout this paper NT(n, R) denotes the matrix ring of n x n matrices (for 
n L 3) with entries in an associative ring R with 1 which have zeros on and below 
the main diagonal. For j > i, 1 I i, j 5 n, tij(r) represents the elementary matrix 
which has r as its (i,j) entry and zero elsewhere. For each i<j, the set of all tjj(r), 
Y E R will be denoted by R,j. Note that R;, is an abelian subgroup of NT(n, R) iso- 
morphic to (R, +). Nil (for j > i) denotes the set of matrices in NT(n, R) whose kth 
column is zero for k < j and whose Ith row is zero for I > i. Note that NV is an 
abelian subgoup of NT(n, R) and that Nij* N,j=O. 
Lemma 1.1. Let J= NT(n, R) and 1 5 k I n. Then for XE J the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(a) XE Jk, 
(b) x E A = ( y: y E J and y is the sum of (n - k) matrices each equal to a product 
of k matrices}, 
(c) XEC={~=((Z;j):ZEJandzij=Oforj-iIk-1). 
Proof. Note that Jk is the set of matrices which are sums of k-fold products, hence 
(b) * (a) is clear. To show that (a) * (c) note that a k-fold product of matrices in 
J has its first k diagonals equal to zero (here the main diagonal is included.) Finally, 
(c) * (b) because if XE C, x has its first k diagonals (starting from the main diagonal) 
equal to zero. Each row of x can be written as a product of k matrices and note that 
x is the sum of its (n-k) non-zero rows. 3 
Corollary 1.2. Jk is definable. (For the notion of definability see Section 2.). 
Remark 1.3. Note that J”=O and n is the smallest integer with this property. For 
our purposes the equality between (a) and (c) provides a convenient notation for the 
set defined in (c). 
1.2. The Mal’tsev correspondence 
We review the following result of Rose [4, Theorem 21. Let 5? = { + , . , 0, l> and 
P={ t, .,O,c, ,..., cn_t}, where ct ,... , c,_, are (n - 1) constant symbols. 
Proposition 1.4. There is a recursive map o from formulas in LZ? into formulas in P 
such that for any I,Y(X, . . . , x,)~PandanyassociativeringR with 1, ifr,,...,r,ER, 
then 
R!=W,,..., r/) * NT(n,R) I= (oW)(tln(rl), . . . , tdr,)). 
We briefly explain the idea in the proof. The constants ct, . . . , c,, _ , are interpret- 
ed as t;,;+,(l) (for i= 1, . . . . n - 1, respectively) in NT(n, R). The ring R is interpreted 
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inside NT(n,R) as follows: the underlying set is N,,. Addition is the restriction of 
addition in NT@, R). We define multiplication using the { ti,;+ i(l)}, 1 I i I n - 1. 
Given any t,,(z) EN,~ there exists a unique w E R,, such that w - tzn(l) = tt,(z). 
Note that t2n(l)=t23(1).t34(1) a** tn_l,n(l), and w= t&c). Similarly there exists a 
unique w’ E R2,, such that ti2(1) - w’ = tl,(z), namely w’= t,,(z). For x, YEN,, de- 
fine x@y to be w-w’ where w.tzn(l)=tln(x) and t12(1).w’=tl,(y), wcR,, and 
w’ E R2,,. The subgroup R,, is not definable so one has to use something else, for 
example, R 1 2 + R In, which is definable. The ring structure in Ni, is now definable, 
for an explanation of this see Lemma 2.1(f) and (g) and also after Remark 3.4. 
Notice that if I,V is a formula with k free variables, (a~) will also be a formula with 
k free variables and it will contain the constants ci, . . . , c,_ 1. We remark that we 
can interpret (c,, . . . , c,_ J by any (xi, . . . ,x,- i) which belongs to the orbit of 
(t12(1), *a* 9 tn_ 1,,(1)), and the conclusion of Proposition 1.4 still holds for sen- 
tences .
There is also a recursive map r from formulas in the language 9 = { + , ., 0} into 
formulas in the language 9’ = (0, 1, + , - } such that for any associative ring with 1 
and any formula 0(x,, . . . ,x,) we have: if yi, . . . , yn E NT(n, R), then 
NT(n,R)~B(y,,...,y,)oR~((sa)(?l,,~~,...,J,) 
where Fi consists of the entries of Ti, 1 I is n. As an application of this, note that 
if R is saturated (stable, w-stable), then NT(n,R) is saturated (stable, o-stable). 
2. Definability and automorpbisms 
A set CC J is definable if there is a first order formula Q(x) such that Q(c) if and 
only if c E C. If the formula o(x) uses some parameters from J, then we say that C 
is definable with parameters. The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 2.4 
below but for this we need to study the automorphism group of J and certain 
definable subsets. 
2. I. Some facts 
Lemma 2.1. (a) The subgroups J k, k 2 1 are definable without parameters. 
(b) J’ left annihilates ti,i+,(l) for i= 1, . . . . n - 1. This means that, if xE J’, then 
x’t;,;+1(1)=0. 
(c) J’ is left annihilated by tn_i,n_i+l(l) for i=l,...,n-1. This means that 
tn_i,n_i+,(l).x=O for XE J’. 
(d) For i= 1, . . . . n-2 we have: Vx~N~,,3y~J~-~~‘such that 
t~2(l)‘t23(1)““.ti,i+~(l)‘Y=X. 
Also, VXEN,, ZIye Jnm2 such that y.t,_,,.(l)=x. 
(e) For i=l,..., n - 2 we have the folio wing: 
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Let y E JnPi-‘. If t,,j+,(l)*y=O, then Vx~J’x.y=0. Also, for YEJ”-~, if 
y.t,_,,.(l)=O, then Vx~Jy.x=0. 
(f) For j > i the additive subgroups (N,, +) are definable without parameters. 
(g) Thesubgroups(Rij,+)forj>i+1andRi,;,+,+R,,(1iiIn-1)aredefin- 
able from the set {t,.i+l(l)}r i= 1, . . . . n- 1. 
Proof. Most of these facts are easy to prove. We do some of them and leave the 
others to the reader. 
(f) A matrix x belongs to N;j if and only if its first (j- 1) columns are zero and 
its last (n-i) rows are zero. This can be ensured by requiring that x be in the left 
annihilator of JR-j+’ and in the right annihilator of J’. 
(g) For n = 3 note that RI3 - N,, and R,,+R,,=N,, and R,,+R,,=N,,. So 
assume n>3. We first define RI,,_, and R,,, as follows: XER,,,_~HX~EN,, 
such that x=y*t2,n_1 (1). Note that the parameter t,,._ ,(l) is not in our list 
{tl,i+l(l)}r i= 1, . . . . n - 1 but it is clear how to define it from this set. In general we 
will use the parameters ti,(l), j > i since these elements can be obtained from 
{ti,i+l(l)}, i=l,..., n-l. Next, x~R~,,o?lz~N,_,,, such that x=t2,,,_t(l).z. 
The definitions of all other subgroups are similar. We define the subgroups Ri,n 
for i<n- 1: 
x~R,,n e X~EN,_,~, such that x=t,,._,(l).y. 
Finally, forj>l, i+jsn, l<iln-2, uER;,;+jo~zEN;,;+1 such that 
U= Zeti+l,i+j(l) and U. ti+j,,(l) E R,. 
The subgroups R ;, ,+ l + R,, are defined in a similar way. 0 
Remark 2.2. Note that we have not given definitions for the subgroups R,, ;+ ,, 
i=l , **., n - 1. It is instructive to try to find these definitions and discover that one 
fails because it is impossible to force the (1, n) entry of a matrix in J- J2 to be 
zero. A more satisfactory explanation is found in Remark 2.3. 
2.2. Automorphisms 
The following maps are automorphisms of J: 
(i) ‘Inner’ automorphisms, I. Let B(n,R) be the group of upper triangular 
matrices. SO if a E B(n, R), a = (aij), then aij = 0 for j < i and aii is two-sided inverti- 
ble in R. Given IY E B(n, R) define i, by 
i, : NT(n, R)+NT(n, R), XH C’ .x.a. 
When cr E B(n, R) is a diagonal matrix, i, is called a ‘diagonal’ automorphism. 
(ii) Ring automorphisms, I?. If a is a ring automorphism of R, let 6 be 
&:NT(n,R)+NT(n,R), a = (au) c &(a) = (aa;]). 
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(iii) ‘Central’ automorphisms, 2. Let a,,..., a,_, be (n - 1) endomorphisms of 
(R, +). Define c~Z as follows: 
6 : NT@, R) --f NT@, R), 
tu(x)-tij(x) V(i,j)#(i,i+l), 
fi,i+ 1(x) ++ ti,i+ lCx) +  tln(a;(x)). 
Remark 2.3. Note that an automorphism in 2 fixes all the subgroups Rv , j > i and 
E(R,,;+ I) c Ri,,+ I + RI,. If some ai+O (e.g. cx;=identity), then the image of 6 con- 
tains elements of the form ti,;+ ](x) + t],(y) with y#O. This explains why R;,;+, 
cannot be defined by a first-order formula using the ti,j(l)‘S as parameters: if one 
could, then Ri,i+I should be invariant under central automorphisms, but it is not. 
Proposition 2.4. Let F: NT@, R)+ NT(n, S) be an isomorphism of rings. Let 
Ei=F(ti,i+I(l))fOr i= 1, . . . . n - 1. Then there exists an automorphism 6 of NT(n, S) 
such that B(E;)=ti,i+1(1) for i= 1, . . ..n- 1. 
Proof. For each i= 1, . . . , n - 1, the element Ei belongs to N,,;, 1 by fact (f) of Lem- 
ma 2.1. Let Si E S be the (i, i + 1) entry of &i. We want to show that si is two-sided 
invertible in S. We do it for E1, the other cases are similar to deal with. By fact (d) of 
Lemma 2.1. there exists y E (NT@, S))‘7P2 such that E1 *y = t!,(l). Hence, there is an 
s~Ssuchthats,~s=l(sos,#O).Multiplyingbys,ontherightwegets,ss,=s,,i.e. 
s,(s.s, - 1) =O. By (e) of Lemma 2.1. applied to j= t2,n(ssI - 1) we conclude that 
VXE NT(n, S) X-J = 0. In particular, if x= t,,(l) this implies ssl - 1 = 0. We have 
shown that s is two-sided invertible. From now we assume si= I for i = 1,. . . , n - 1 
(after applying a ‘diagonal’ automorphism if necessary). Next, we look at F restrict- 
ed to Rj,i+l. Let F(ti,;+ I(a)) = ti,;+ l(f,(a)) + u where u E (NT(n, S))2. We show that 
f,=f2=...=fn-,=FPR,,,. Indeed F(tda)~t2,(l))=F(tI.(a)) and F(t12(a))F(t2,,(l))= 
tln(fi (a)). A similar calculation shows that the maps J; are ring automorphisms of 
S. 
Sublemma. Using inner automorphisms we may assume &i= ti,;+ ,(l)+aj where 
a;ENi-l,i+2. 
The purpose of this sublemma is to eliminate the entries on the ith row of Ei and 
the entries on its (i+ 1)th column. 
Proof. This follows from looking at the orbit of ti,i+,(l) under the action of the 
inner automorphisms. This orbit is easily calculated and it is described below: Let 
a = (au) E NT(n, S) and K1 = C::,’ (-a)‘= (bti). Then 
i,(tij(l)) = t,(I)+ ti,j+l(aj,j+l)+ .+. + t&,,) 
+ t,j(b,f)+ee’+ tj_,,j(bi_I,i). 
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Next, from the multiplication table of the set {ti,;+ i(l)}, i= 1, . . . , n - 1, it follows 
that di=f,,;+,(l)+tl,(aj). 0 
We continue with the proof of the proposition. Let F(ti,i+ i(a)) = t;,i+ i(J;-(a)) +A; 
wheref,(l)=l andA;EN;,,+,. Let the (1, n) entry of Ai be gj(a). With this notation 
F(f,,;+ ,(I)) = li,i+ ,(l) + f,,(g,(l)). The maps g; are homorphisms of abelian groups 
(R, +)A (S, +) since F is a group homomorphism. Note that F restricted to 
N,, yields an isomorphism of abelian groups between (R, + ) and (S, + ) after identi- 
fications. Composing with the gj we get maps Si where Si = g,oF -’ : (S, + ) -+ (S, + ). 
These maps are endomorphisms of (S, +), hence we can build the corresponding 
central automorphism of NT(n,S) and so finish the proof. 0 
The proof above actually shows the stronger result: 
Proposition 2.5. Let x1,x2, .. . . x,~ 1 be (n - 1) elements in NT(n, R) = J. Assume 
the following: 
(0) x,@J2, i= 1, . ..) n- 1. 
(1) J’.xi=o, i=l,..., n-l. 
(2) x,_j’J’=o, i=l,..., n-l. 
(3) For 1 li<n- 1 we have: 
VXEN~.B~EJ”-~-~ such that x~x~~~~~~x~~~~x~~~=x 
and 
VXEN,, X~EJ+~ such that yx, _ 1 = x. 
(4) For lri<n-1 we have: 
For y~J~-‘-l, if xi.y=O, then for all VXEJ’, x.y=O. Also, for yeJnP2, if 
y.x,_, =O, then for all xE J, y.x=O. 
(5) Let Xi,j+k=Xj’Xj+] ’ ... ’ X;+j~] for 1 <i<n-1 and O<k<n-i. Then 
xi,;+k’xi’,l,+k’ = 
if i+k#i’, 
i+k+k, if i+k = i’. 
Then there is an automorphism 0 of J such that 6’ (Xi)= ti,i+,(l) for i= 1, . . . . 
n-l. 0 
3. Applications 
Proposition 3.1. NT(n, R) = NT(m, S) G+ n = m and R = S. 
Proof. ‘ + ‘. Use the Mal’tsev correspondence in Subsection 1.2. 
‘ * ‘. It is easy to see that IZ = m, see Remark 1.3. Saturate R, S to get 
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NT@, R *) 4 NT@, S *) 
= 
with R<R*, S<S*. 
We show that R * G S*. By Proposition 2.4 there is an automorphism cr of 
NT(n,S*) such that cx~(ti,,+I(l))=ti~i+,(l) for i= l,...,n- 1. So as rings 
W’hR*), {f,,i+dl)l;)= (NT(n,S*), {t,,;+,(l)];). 
Hence using the Mal’tsev correspondence, R * G S *, and so R = S. 0 
Proposition 3.2 (Levchuk [3]). Let (Y E Aut(NT(n, R)), n 2 3, R an associative ring 
with 1. Then a = i - z - r where i E I, z E Z, r E I? (see Subsection 2.2). 
Proof. Continuing from the proof of Proposition 2.4 we have a = i - 2 - a’ where 
cx’(t;,,+I(X))=ti,,+I(~(X))+A; with A,ENi,,+l and a’(t;,;+1(l))==t,,;+,(l) for 
i=l , . . . , n - 1. Recall that we showed that fr =f2 = ... =f,_ 1 and that f, is a ring 
automorphism of R (hence, all J;). Therefore after a suitable ring automorphism r 
of NT(n, R), we have 
From the multiplication table of the elements ti,,+r(l) we conclude that the only 
(possible) non-zero entry of A, is its (1,n) entry. Composing with another central 
automorphism and noting that central and ring automorphisms commute we get 
that (Y has the desired form. 0 
3.3. An axiomatization of the theory of NT(n,R) 
Let T,,R be the (first order) theory of NT(n, R). We will find an axiomatization 
for T,,R. There will be two kinds of axioms. The first set will guarantee that we 
have the right kind of saturated models M, that is matrix rings over N,.(M). The 
second set of axioms will force the ring N,,(M) to be equivalent to R. 
Preliminaries 3.3. Recall that the subgroups N, (j > i) are definable without 
parameters. We let N;j denote the formula in Lemma 2.1(f) and identify it with the 
set it defines. The subgroups Rij for j > i+ 1 are definable using the parameters 
t’= {tj,i+1(1): i= 1 , . . . , n - l}. Let R;j(t) be the definition in Lemma 2.1 where we 
explicitly show the parameters z Again, we will identify Rij( T) with the subgroup 
it defines. Similarly let Fj, i+ r( t’, be the definition (in Lemma 2.1) of the subgroups 
Ri,i+l +R,, (so Rj,j+l(t) is not a definition for the subgroup Ri,;+, of J). Note 
that N,, = R ,,, (as formulas!). We are now ready to define ‘frames’. A frame @in 
NT(n, R) is a set of (n - 1) elements x1, . . . , x,_ 1 of NT(n, R) such that the following 
conditions hold: 
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(1) Properties (O)-(4) of Proposition 2.5 are satisfied by x,, . . . ,.q_ L 
(2) Replacing fr,l+,(l) by xi for i= 1, . . . . n - 1 in the definitions R,j( t) (for j > i) 
we require that Rij(@) is an additive abelian group and if we let x;,;+~ =xjxI+ 1 * *.. - 
x;+j- 1, then Rij(@) ~xj,~ =Rik(.9) for all 1 5 i <j I n, 2 I j < k 5 n. We also re- 
quire for j > i+ 1 that if zeRjj(@) and ~.xj,~=O, then z=O. 
Similarly,xij~Rjk(~)=R;kforalll~i<j~n, l<j<k<n;andfork>j+l, 
if z E Rjk(@) satisfies xti. z = 0, then z = 0. All of the above can be written down in 
a first-order formula with (n - 1) free variables. Let this formula be .9-(x,, . . . ,x,_ ,) 
(read: ‘x,, . . . . x, _ 1 is a frame’). 
Remark 3.4. The conditions above imply that we have abelian group isomorphisms 
fik between Rij(9) and Rjk(~) (for j #i+ 1). It follows that all of these subgroups, 
except for R;,;+,(g), are isomorphic to N,, =R,,. 
Next, we say how a product is defined on R,,. Let 0(x,, . . ..xn_.) be 
9(x,, . . . . x,_,)AV~~N,.(B~ER,,(~) such that ~.x~x~...x,_~ =z) 
AV’~,YZER,~(~)(YX*...X,~, =Y(xz...x~-I)~~~-YZEN,,). 
Similarly let 19(x,, .. ..xn_.) be: 
S(x*, . ..) x, _ ,) A VZ EN,, (gev E R,,(@) such that x, y = z) 
~~Y,.Y,ER~,A@T)(x,Y, =x~_JJ~*_Y~ =~2). 
A product can be defined in N,, as follows: for z,, z2 E N,, let y, E R,2(.9) satisfy 
y,x2,, =z, and y2 E R,,,(g) satisfy x1 y, =z2. Define z1 C3z2 = y, y_, E N,, (by our 
definitions). It is clear that z, @ z2 is well defined; let P,(x, y, z : g) be a formaliza- 
tion of ‘x@y=z’. 
We are ready to write down our axioms. The vocabulary is 9= (0, +, . }. Our 
first set will consist of T, U T2 U T, U T4 U T, below. Let T, = ring axioms + 
vx ,,...,x,(II:=, xi=O) 
T,= VxZ;; (( /\y;eN;,,+, I > 
n-1 
Ax= c Y; , 
i=l > 
T3 = ‘Njk is a pure subgroup of Nj’,k” 
for k L k’, j’ 2 j. Purity means that mNjk = N/k n rr~N,,~, for all natural numbers 
m 2 1. So T, is an infinite list of axioms. Let @(x,, . . . ,x,_ ,) be 19(x,, .. . ,x,_ ,)A 
o(x,, ***, x, _ ,) A ‘N,, is a ring with multiplication defined by P,(x, y, z: xl, . . . ,x, _ ,) 
and unit x,x2...x,_,‘. Let T4=3x,,...,x,_, @(x,,...,x,_,). Finally let T5 be the 
infinite list of axioms Ak,i, 1 sisn- 1, kr 1, 
Ak,i is b’xl,..., x,-l (@(Xl ,..., X,_,)*kN,n =N,,,nkR,,;+,(@)). 
. . 
In particular, this implies that Ri, ;+ ,(@) > N,,. T, is an approxlmatlon to ‘N,, is 
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pure in R;,i+ ,(9)‘. Our second set of axioms is defined as follows: For each state- 
ment B such that R E 0, let A, be 
vx ,,...,X,~,(~(X,,...,X,-,)~(o~)) 
(where 0 is the transformation in Subsection 1.2 using x1, . . . , x, ,). 
Theorem 3.5. Let T= T, U T2 U T, U T, U T, U U0 A,. Then T is a consistent and 
complete theory and NT(n, R) E T. Hence T= T,, R. 
Proof. First note that NT(n, R) k T. Let ME T where A4 is saturated. We show that 
M z NT(n, N,,) (where N,, has been endowed with a ring structure) and it follows 
that N1,=R. Let x,, . . . . x,_ 1 be a frame in A4 and @ the multiplication defined in 
N,,. The abelian group (N,,, +) is saturated and hence algebraically compact, (see 
[l, Theorem 1.111). It follows that it is a direct summand in each of the subgroups 
Rj,j+l(@). So let R,,,+,(9)=Ai@N1,. It follows from our axioms that there are 
homomorphisms hi : A,+N,,. These homomorphisms are defined by multiplica- 
tion by elements of the frame. For example 
h, :A,+N,,,, a-a-xZn. 
These homomorphisms are isomorphisms. Define 0 : NT(n, N,,) -A4 by 
Na,)) = C hi’@;,;+ J + c &‘(aij> +a,,. i j>i+l 
It is routine to check that 8 is an isomorphism of rings. 0 
4. The class of models of T,,R and I(n,T,,,) 
We will find the structure of the rings elementarily equivalent to NT(n,R). 
Roughly, we start with M= NT(n, R) and compare A4 to J= NT(n, N,,) where N,, 
has a ring structure defined from a frame in M. We match J’ with M’ for i 2 2, this 
is Lemma 4.1: the difference between J and A4 manifests itself when we try to match 
the subgroups Ri, ;+ 1 in J and in M. Our description is good enough to allow us to 
count models and we show that I(& Tn,R) = Z(,I, TR) for A an infinite cardinal. 
Lemma 4.1. Let M!= T,,, and suppose M< NT(n, R *), R < R *. Assume also that 
tj,;+,(l)EMfor i=l,..., n - 1. Then N,,(M) =Mfl N,,(NT(n, R *)). If N= NT(n, 
N,.(M)), then M'=N' for i> 1. 
Proof. Here N,,(M) stands for the subgroup defined in M by N,,. (See Prelimi- 
naries 3.3.) We start from the bottom: xeN,,(M) if and only if Vy (yx=xy = 0). 
Hence M"- ’ = N”- ‘. Let cr=t,,._,(a)+t,,(b)+t,.(c)EM. Then cx.t,_,,,(l)= 
t,,(a)EM, and hence also in N. Similarly we get t,,(b) EN. In the same way one 
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shows that t,,(c)EN and so IW-~C Nnm2. The other inclusion is proved in a 
similar manner. It is clear how to continue this procedure up to level 1, i.e. i= 2. 0 
Remark 4.2. It follows that NU(M) =Mn N;,(NT(n, R *)). We have not shown 
that M= NT(n, N,.(M)), however we see how they can be different. 
4.1. Construction of models of T,,, 
Preliminaries 4.3. Let A,B be two abelian groups. Then one has the abelian group 
Pext(A, B): it consists of the extensions of B by A which are pure. We list here some 
properties of Pext(A, B) which we will use; the reader may consult [2] for complete 
proofs and many other results. 
(1) The identity in Pext(A, B) is the splitting extension A @B. Pext as a functor 
is additive. 
(2) Pext(C, A) = n ,? n Ext(C,A). So, for example, if Ext(c,A) is divisible, then 
Pext(C, A) = Ext(C, A). 
(3) An abelian group A is algebraically compact if A is a direct summand in every 
group C (abelian) that contains A as a pure subgroup. For example every divisible 
group is algebraically compact. Hence Pext(C, A) = 0 if A is algebraically compact. 
(4) If A is a bounded group, say mA = 0 for m 2 2, then m Ext(C, A) = 0. 
We begin the construction of models. Let R be a ring with Pext((R, +), (R, +)) # 0. 
Given extensions Ej E Pext(R, R), i = 1, . . . , n - 1 we construct a model N of T,,, as 
follows. Without loss of generality assume the extensions have the following form: 
/( 
O-R- 
pure 
B;- 
” 
R-O, lzzi<n-I 
where B, = R x R with addition law as follows: (r, s) rt (r’, s’) = (r + r’, s + s’ +h(r, r’)) 
and A : R x R -R is a factor set corresponding to the extension E,, and p(r) = 
(0, r), V(T,S) = r. As a set, N is equal to NT(n, R). Addition and multiplication in N 
are defined below: 
(1) Addition. Let c~=(a~),/?=(P,~) be in N, a@j3=c=(cj,) where 
c alj + Pij if (i,.i)f(Ln), 
cjj = 
i 
n-1 
ah7 +Ph + C .hta;,i+ l*Pi,i+ 1) if (i,j) = (1, n). 
r=l 
(2) Multiplication. As in NT(n,R). 
Lemma 4.4. NE Tn.R. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that N is a ring and that it satisfies the axioms given in 
Remark 3.4. 0 
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Remark 4.5. The factor sets f; are not unique, hence N is not a priori well defined. 
However, it is straightforward to show that equivalent factor sets define isomor- 
phic models. We denote N by R(f,, . . . ,A_ r). 
We will show that all models are of the form R(f,, . . . ,f,_ r). First, we make the 
following observation: Let ME T,,, R, A4 < NT(n, R *), R * = R. We may assume 
li,;+ r(1) EM, 1 i i 5 n - 1, otherwise we replace M by a(M) for a suitable 
a E Aut(NT(n, R *)). We have maps hi : R 1 --t R * (where R, dzfNI,(M) is contained 
in N,,(NT(n, R*))) defined as follows: for UE R, there exists aiE Rj,i+ ,(M) such 
that t,,i(l).ai.ti+I,n (l)=~. It follows that a,=ti,;+r(a)+tr,(~i) for some ZiER*. 
Define hi(U) = zi. These maps define homomorphisms 
h-i: R,~R*/R,, aI-h;(a)+R1. 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose M k T,,, R. Then M is isomorphic to N,,(M)(f,, . . . . fn-l) 
where J; E Pext(Nr,(M), N,,(M)). 
Proof. Note that the ring structure on N,,(M) is independent of the frame we use. 
We may assume M<NT(n,R*) and that t,,i+I(l)EM, 1 ri%n-1. Let hi be the 
maps defined in the observation above. Let Ei be the following extension: 
Ei = {OZ = (QG)EM: ai,;, +I ~NI,(M),a,,~~i(cx,i+,) 
and a0 = 0 for j #i+ 1,~). 
We want to find suitable factor setsfi representing the extension Ei. Let g, : N,,(M)-+ 
Ei be defined as follows: for CENT,, gi(S)=(S, h,(s))EE;. Finally let 
h : N,,(M) x N,,(M) + N,,(M) satisfy the equation 
gi(s) + gi(s’) = (~3 hi(s)) + (~‘7 h;(s’)) 
= g;(s+s’)+~~(s,s’) 
= (s+.s’,h;(s+s’)+J;(s,s’)) 
i.e. we have the following exact sequence: 
gi 
---. / \ 
i/ 
\ 
O-N,,(M) 
P 
-Ei- v k(M) - 0 
where 
cc(s) = a = tnJ.9, v(o) = o;,i+ I. 
Claim 4.7. MS N,,(M)(f,, . . . >.L,). 
Proof. Define F from M into N,,(M)(f,, . . . , f,_ 1) as follows: if (x = (au) EM, then 
F(a)=jl=(,dij) where 
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(Pij) = ! al, + i hi@i,i+ I) if (6.i) = (1, n). r=l 
It is routine to verify that F is an isomorphism. 0 
Corollary 4.8. Let F be a field. If M= NT(n, F), then M G NT(n, K) with K= F. 
Proof. If the characteristic of F is 0, then (F, 0) is a divisible abelian group, hence 
Pext(F, F) = 0. If the characteristic of F is p > 0, then Pext(F, F) =0 by (2) of 
Preliminaries 4.3. 0 
4.2. The function I(A, Tn.R) 
Let Z(n, T,,,) = number of non-isomorphic models of T,,K of cardinality 1. 
Theorem 4.9. For n z 3, R an associative ring with 1, Z(A, T,,,) =I(l, T,) for all 
A 2 X,,. (Here, TK = theory of R). 
Proof. From Subsection 3.1 and Theorem 4.6 we have 
IV, T,)il(k r,,,)~ c 
R’,R’=R,lR’l=A 
IPext(R’, R1)l’- ‘. 
Case 1. A > 8,. If R is unsuperstable, then I(& TR) =2A [5] hence I(& Tn,H) = 
2”. So assume R is superstable. But, if R is merely stable, then A =(R, +) is the 
sum of a divisible group and a bounded group since the sequence R > 2R > 3! R > 
. ..> n!R>... must stop, say at N,,! R (otherwise A has an infinite definable totally 
ordered subset, and by a result of Shelah [5] this implies unstability). It follows that 
N,! R is divisible so A = N,! R @ B where N,! B= 0. Hence Pext(A,A) = 0 by prop- 
erties (l), (3) and (4) of Preliminaries 4.3. Hence 
Case 2. A = X,. As above, consider the sequence R >2R > 3!R > ... > n!R > .... 
If this sequence stops we are done. Otherwise one can find rOE R and a sub- 
sequence (c,) of {i! > such that ciro $ ci+ , R for all i (see [6, Lemma 10.41 for 
details). We can now construct 2”” consistent pairwise contradictory 2-types as 
follows (see [6, p. 1571): Let v E “2, define 
#= C rl(j).c,ro and @,Jx) is x-d; EC;R. 
j<i 
Set PV(x) = { QV, ;(x): i E w}. These are the types (extending them to complete types). 
Hence I( X0, T,) =2’“. 0 
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5. Model completeness 
As our final application, we discuss the model completeness of NT(n,F) for F a 
field. 
Proposition 5.1. Let F be a model complete field. Then J=NT(n, F) is model 
complete. 
Proof. Let MC N, M, NE T+.. By Corollary 4.8 we have 
i 
M-N 
f = 
i i 
- g 
NT@, L) - h NT(n,K) 
with L=F= K where h =g-‘oiof. If we show that h is elementary, it follows that 
MC N. For this, it is enough to show that F embeds into K via h P. Note that h 
preserves J”. Let h(t12(1))=a=(ati), h(t,,(l))=P=(bij). It follows that ag#O, 
hence using Proposition 2.5 we may assume aI2 = 1, b2,, = 1, and so air= t,,(l). We 
identify L and K with the fields N,,(NT(n, L)) and N,,(NT(n, K)) respectively using 
the Mal’tsev correspondence. With this in mind, we show that 
h(t,.(xy)) = h(t,,n(x))h(t,,(y)) (the multiplication in the right of this equation is 
understood to take place in K, after identifications). This follows from the 
following: 
h(t,,(x)) = h(t&)t2n(l)) = h(f&)) -P, 
h(t,,(y)) = h(t12(l)t2,,(y)) = c&t&9). 
We conclude that L + K since Th(F) is model complete and so (using Mal’tsev’s 
correspondence once more) NT(n, L) 5 NT(n, K). 0 
Final remarks 
As is mentioned in the introduction, we study the model theory of NT(n,R) in 
part because it helps to understand the relations between the model theory of R and 
that of the nilpotent group UT(n,R). This is more complicated and the results are 
not so uniform: for example, we only have partial results on the relation between 
I(,$ Th(UT(n, R))) and I (A, T,). Also: Is it true that UT(n, R) = UT(m, S) e n = m 
and R=S? 
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